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ANALYSIS OF ARCHITECTURAL  
REPRESENTATION AS A RESEARCH 
METHOD: NATIONAL LIBRARY  
COMPETITIONS

FRANCISCO GOMES, JASON HASKINS

Abstract
Architectural competition research is often focused on the cultural sce

narios, problem briefs, and proposed buildings elicited by the design 

competition. Today, a growing body architectural theory posits that the 

representations architects create are not merely neutral windows into 

a design proposal but in themselves hold evidence of the interests and 

intentions of their authors. These representations are particularly con

sequential in the design competition; the visual and illustrative choices 

contained in the proposals include drawing type selection, visual presen

ce of urban context, use of the informal sketch, and degree to which pre

scriptive representation requirements have been modified or exceeded. 

Focusing the study on national library competitions of the past three 

decades stabilizes one variable in this comparative analysis.

Research methods include the quantitative comparison of differences in 

the distribution and proportionality of types of presented information 

across multiple entries to a single competition, across submissions to 

similar competitions distributed over time, and across submissions au

thored by the same architect to different competitions. Significant find

ings include strong evidence of designers seeking to differentiate their 

graphic presentation even when consistency is demanded by the com

petition brief, a notable relationship between an increased quantity of 

explanatory text or a reduced quantity of nonrequired drawing types 

in the competition presentation and overall success in the competition. 

The direct reading of the illustrative techniques utilized in these compe

titions is a limited, but nevertheless important new perspective in un

derstanding the value and meaning of the architectural competition in 

our society. 

Key words:  

Competition, Library, Architec

ture, Representation, Graphic
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Introduction
Architectural competition research is often focused on the cultural sce

narios, problem briefs, and proposed buildings elicited by the design 

competition. Undoubtedly, the sociopolitical contexts of human activi

ties define an important perspective into their meaning, but close read

ings of design submission documents themselves can provide an alter

native perspective to complement more conventional studies of design 

competitions. 

Analysis of design competitions is understandably focused on the archi

tectural solutions represented. It is commonly accepted that the prima

ry goal of the jury is to see through the presentation techniques to the 

true content of the proposal.1 The desire to diminish the influence of the 

graphic design presentation has had a significant impact on competi

tion briefs, which have historically delimited the allowable presentation 

format with considerable precision and restriction. In fact, the Code for 

Architectural Design Competitions, issued by the American Institute of 

Architects, explicitly instructs professional design competition advisors 

to both organize and evaluate competitions to minimize the influence of 

the presentation:

Judgment must be based on scheme and not on presentation. … The 

professional advisor should remember that if a simple presentation is 

required it should be made mandatory. Only drawings absolutely nec-

essary to the explanation of the scheme should be required.2

However, over the past two decades a growing body of architectural 

theory has argued that the representations architects create are never 

simply neutral windows into a design proposal. Rather, the types of 

drawings, models and renderings chosen by the author to represent the 

design are meaningful and in themselves are evidence of the interests 

and intentions of their authors. The idea that descriptive methods can 

be usefully interpreted independently of the content they seek to com

municate is experiencing active research in fields ranging from linguis

tics to advertising. 3  However, the study of rhetoric – a discourse with 

the power to persuade, inform, or motivate a particular audience – as a 

body of knowledge independent of the specific content of a particular 

argument can be traced back through the Western intellectual tradition 

to Aristotle. As with any other media, architectural drawing requires a 

set of analytic tools capable of examining its rhetorical techniques of 

visual design representation independent of the specific architectural 

proposal it contains.

1. Strong (1976). Strong comments on 

the conflict between RIBA design 

assessors’ preference for simple and 

consistent presentations and the 

belief on the part of successful com

petitors that «extra care and style in 

the way the entry is submitted can 

draw it out of the general mass of 

entries and ensure that what merit 

a scheme has will be given every 

consideration.»

2. Code for Architectural Design Com-

petitions, 1972.

3. Pennebaker (2011). Pennebaker’s 

work in computational linguistics is 

especially relevant to the argument 

that the external features of commu

nication – in this case language, par

ticularly the allegedly contentfree 

function words such as pronouns 

and prepositions – reveal and can be 

correlated with characteristics from 

age to social class to emotional state.
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In his essay Translations from Drawing to Building, Robin Evans matter

offactly notes that the direct products of building designers are not 

buildings, but graphic representations – in his words, «architects do not 

make buildings; they make drawings of buildings».4  While it may be true 

that the goal of many competitions, although certainly not all, is the re

alization of a building project it cannot be denied that the immediate 

product of design competitions are graphic proposals. These representa

tions are consequential and the visual and illustrative choices contained 

in the proposals, including the selection of drawing types, the visual 

presence of urban context or inhabitants, the inclusion of the informal 

sketch, the presence of explanatory text and diagrams, and the degree to 

which prescriptive representation requirements have been modified or 

exceeded, are all meaningful reflections of the values and cultural con

texts surrounding architectural competition.

Research Subject
The scope of this analysis is limited to national library competitions 

between the years 1980 and 2010. The choice of a single building type 

stabilizes one variable in this comparative analysis. As a civic institution 

with important patriotic identity, the national library has often inspired 

the organization of international design competitions and encouraged 

the publication of their results. The institution has also been relatively 

stable and long lived in urban centers and capital cities, enabling com

parisons across time that are not available to other types of buildings 

such as airports or commercial centers, which are more profoundly 

impacted by changing land regulations and technologies. The specific 

competitions examined included all national library competitions in the 

period between 1980 and 2010 for which visual presentations are pub

lished either in print or electronically. Although there can be no assur

ance that every national library competition that took place in this pe

riod of time exists in the available research, selection bias on the part of 

the researchers was avoided by including all known competitions for the 

building type. For two of these competitions, the Stockholm City Library 

and the Deichmann Library, the submitted competition boards in their 

original and complete format have been published. These two compe

titions were analyzed quantitatively and compared as representatives 

of two different competition types (singlestage versus multistage and 

open versus invited entrant pools).

4. Evans, Robin. 1997
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National library competitions investigated in this research include: 

Date Project City Type Winning Author

1981 Bibliotheque de France Paris 1stage Restricted Dominique Perrault

1989 Library of Alexandria Alexandria 1stage Open Snohetta

1996 KansaiKan National Diet Library Kansai 1stage Open Fumio Toki

2002 La Grande Bibliotheque du Quebec Montreal 1stage Restricted Patkau Architects

2007 National Library of the Czech Republic Prague 1stage Restricted Future Systems

2007 The Stockholm City Library Stockholm 2stage Open Heike Hanada

2009 Kortrijk Central Library (Belgium) Kortrijk 1stage Restricted REX

2009 Deichmann Library Oslo 1stage Restricted Lund Hagem Arkitektur

The sources and graphic material available for each of these competi

tions varies. In most cases, the available images have been edited for 

publication, often emphasizing the winning proposals and removing 

individual drawings from the specific arrangements in which they were 

originally submitted. 5 Two competitions of the 1980’s, the libraries of 

Paris and Alexandria, have been extensively published in volumes de

voted to the results of the competitions.6 A number of entries can also be 

found in the published material of the individual practices who submit

ted proposals. With two more recent projects, the libraries in Stockholm 

and Oslo, electronic access to the entire set of submissions in their origi

nal layouts is available, enabling extensive and quantitative analysis 

techniques not possible with edited material.7

Research Question
The research directly examines the source graphic material of competi

tion submissions to identify trends in proportion and distribution of dif

ferent drawing types. Although many competition submissions include 

written description, architectural competition communication is prima

rily visual and methods of analyzing these visual techniques are needed 

to understand its rhetorical power. 

By treating the competition material as a representative example of 

architectural communication, the research identifies the evolution of 

representation techniques and visual characteristics across the studied 

period of time. In addition, the project examines and identifies the rela

tionship between the types of representation and competition success 

of the design submissions independent of the building designs them

selves.

In short, the work undertaken examines the subject of national library 

competitions to answer the question of how visual architectural rheto

ric is evolving over time and to identify which combinations of visual 

technique are most persuasive to a competition jury.

5. Haan and Haagsma (1988). Haag and 

Haagsma cite availability of submis

sion material as a strong influence 

on the content of the volume: «… the 

choices were somewhat arbitrary: 

one important factor was the avai

lability of sufficient material from 

participants other than the winners. 

It was frequently found that the 

organizers of a competition had 

kept only the winning designs. Other 

entries were at best returned to their 

senders, but usually destroyed.»

6. Zagari, Franco. 1990.

 Jamet, Dominique. 1989.

7. «Sveriges Arkitekter  Stockholm  

Public Library International Architec

tural Competition.» Sveriges Arkitek

ter  Förstasidan. 2 January 2010. 

<http://www.arkitekt.se/asplund>.

 HAV Eiendom AS. Web. 2 January 

2010. <http://www.haveiendom.no>.
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Research Methods 
Three types of comparisons were directed to applicable subsets of the 

national library competition material. 

I. The types and technologies of drawings included in competition 

submissions have evolved over time; a number of cultural and pro

fessional trends can be traced in these changes. Submissions to simi-

lar competitions over time highlight differences that reflect cultural 

changes in the production of design. For this analysis in which com

petition sites, briefs, architects, and availability of unedited content 

are variable, limiting the evaluation to national library competitions 

in urban environments provides common ground for crossevalua

tion. 

 

 The methodology first identified the initial appearance of a charac

teristic representation through a chronological survey of all availa

ble graphic information for the nine competitions included in study.  

With each identified characteristic, the presentations of the suc

ceeding competitions were polled for recurrence. Repeated recur

rence of these unique representations after their initial appearance 

is evidence of an evolution in architectural culture or technology.

 

 The methodology identified a number of distinctive presentation 

techniques. The use of color, tone drawings, and digital tools reflects 

the adoption of emerging technologies by architectural practition

er. The increasingly common appearance of the rough hand sketch, 

the exploded isometric projection, explanatory text and graphic 

diagrams, and even the human hand in competition presentations 

reflect the evolution of architectural design culture and the emerg

ing importance, in contemporary culture, of the individual architect

author.8

II. The attraction of architects to competitions for significant cultural 

buildings, aided by use of invited competitions and the desire of 

authorities to attract architects with international reputations, pre

sented the opportunity for a second type of analysis. Comparisons 

of submissions authored by the same architect to similar competi-

tions at different points in their career have the potential to offer 

insight into the balance between designers persistent interests and 

the specific conditions of the site, problem and brief. However, the 

available comparisons are inconsistent and very limited in quantity. 

The data for this methodology is anecdotal and did not support con

clusions of any evident pattern or trend.

III. Finally, evaluation of the entries to a single competition with regard 

to representation characteristics reveals significant divergence in 

presentation, especially between entries which won or were passed 

8. Collyer, Stanley.  2004.

 In enumerating motives for partici

pation in architectural competitions, 

Collyer notes that «citation [in a 

competition] can be enough to 

raise the profile of a firm so that it 

may later be seriously considered 

on a shortlist for a future project in 

that field.»  The distinction between 

competition participation with the 

goal of achieving a building commis

sion versus participating to raise the 

profile of the architect or architectu

ral practice, and the contemporary 

shift toward the latter, should not 

be understated.  The presence of the 

author in architectural presentation 

has mirrored this evolution.
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to a second stage and the nonpremiated submissions. This tech

nique, applied across all of the entries, generates quantifiable data 

exposing a number of compelling conclusions. Often, the differenc

es in the distribution or proportionality of presented information 

has been markedly different in the winning entry of a competition.

 

 The types of drawings and representation selected by the entire 

body of competitors in a particular competition are influenced by 

the state of the current architectural culture. The differences be

tween individual entries also provides insight into the desires of 

the judging panel. In addition to differences in the design proposals 

themselves, there are often substantial differences in the presenta

tions of the premiated entries which only become apparent with 

methodical quantitative analysis.

 

 Two contemporary competitions were analyzed in detail: the 2007 

Stockholm City Library competition and the 2009 Deichmann Library 

competition for Oslo. The competitions represent different competi

tion procedures.  The Stockholm City Library was a twostage com

petition, with six submissions chosen from over 1100 entries for par

ticipation in second stage. The Deichmann competition was a single 

stage including nine invited entrants in addition to ten entrants 

selected from a competitive prequalification. In each case, there is 

significant and telling differentiation in the graphic presentations 

of the successful submissions.

 

 To compare the graphic submissions, the presentations were ana

lyzed by qualitatively and quantitatively with the following tech

nique. Each presentation was laid out at scale in its entirety and the 

constituent drawings were identified by representation type as well 

as whether each component was required by the completion brief. 

With the presentation graphics sorted by type, the relative area and 

distribution of each representation type reveals substantive differ

ences between the submissions not directly related to the architec

tural design proposals themselves, and which are not immediately 

apparent in their original format.

I:   Submissions to Similar Competitions over Time: 

 Competitions document the evolution of representation 

trends and technologies

Evaluation of national library competition presentations identified four 

unique characteristics with varying prevalence over time. The four traits 

include the presence of the author, representations of project inhabit

ants, the explicit presence of illustration or reproduction technology, 

and use of exploded isometric diagrams. These characteristics each have 

a unique pattern of adoption and evolution over time.
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For instance, this analysis shows that the presence of the architect as 

author, traditionally suppressed in design representation, grew very ex

plicit into the 1980’s before diminishing again after the turn of the 21st 

century. The hand of the architect is made evident through the inclusion 

of rough sketches and handwriting which are the recognizable prod

uct of a handheld pen or pencil, emphasizing the role of the architect 

as creator. In Fumihiko Maki’s submission to the 1981 Bibliotheque de 

France competition, the axonometric diagram literally includes a rep

resentation of the creator’s hand – a technique that has been repeated 

many times since in architectural presentation. The competitions of the 

1980’s and 90’s are heavily seeded with hand sketches utilized for both 

diagrammatic explanations of concepts and perspectival illustrations. 

[see Appendix IA]

However, in more recent competitions, including the 2007 Stockholm 

City Library competition and the 2009 Deichmann Library competition 

the use of the sketch and the appearance of the hand has been elimi

nated almost completely. Only one of the six finalists for the Stockholm 

City Library, the entry by Mauri Korkka, included a clearly handdrawn 

sketch in the first phase of the competition, a drawing type which was 

subsequently eliminated in their second stage submission. The rise and 

fall of this technique parallels the cultural prominence gained by the 

«starchitect» persona in the final decades of the 20th century and the 

strong criticism that arose in the architectural community in response. 

In contrast to the clear appearance and disappearance of the architect’s 

hand in competition presentation, the increasing presence of inhabit-

ants in architectural drawing indicates a trend toward increasing hu

manism, with isolated exceptions. 

The winning submission to the 1981 Bibliotheque de France by Domin

ique Perrault included figures in the building sections, perspectives and 

model. In this competition, representing inhabitants was neither the 

rule nor the exception, with a number of entries including figures in the 

perspectives and sketches. Some presentations, such as that of OMA and 

Siza Viera, include no indication of figures in their submitted schemes. 

The 1989 Library of Alexandria competition and the 1996 KansaiKan Na

tional Diet Library competition are similar; figures are included in the oc

casional drawing, but the focus remains on the architectural forms and 

spaces rather than their use.

After 2000, there is marked increase in the representation of people in 

competition submissions. All of the premiated entries for 2002 Grande 

Bibliotheque du Quebec competition, with the notable exception of the 

Hadid presentation, includes scale figures in every published drawing, 

even the plans. Similarly, the 2007 Stockholm City Library competition 

Phase II submissions are heavily inhabited. Of the 48 boards submitted 
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by the six Phase II entrants, only six boards do not include human figures 

and the winning entry, by Heike Hanada, accounts for five of these six 

uninhabited boards. The successful entry in the Stockholm competition 

is noteworthy for the unique lack of included figures rather than their 

inclusion. The entries to the 2009 Deichmann Library competition are 

evenly and heavily populated with figures with little difference between 

invited and prequalified presentations or awarded and nonawarded 

presentations. [see Appendix IB]

Similarly, the expressive use of technology in architectural representa

tion the 1980’s and its subsequent evolution can be traced in these com

petition entries, which are often opportunities for architects to experi

ment with illustration techniques. Reprographic techniques were the 

first major technological influence on design competition presentation. 

The use of color in presentation was common in competitions of the 

prereprographic era when original drawings were submitted for review. 

With the advent of monochrome photographic and diazo processes, the 

highcontrast nature of the available reprographic technology encour

aged an emphasis on line drawings over toned or washed renderings 

and use of these blackandwhite processes severely diminished the use 

of color. The impact of electrostatic reproduction (xerography), can be 

seen in the 1981 Bibliotheque de France competition through the use of 

highcontrast montage in the submissions of Dominique Perrault, Fran

cis Soler, and Rem Koolhaas.

The national library competitions of the 1990’s document the effect of 

digital representation tools in architectural presentation. The 1989 Li

brary of Alexandria competition captures two practices explicitly pre

senting the products of digital models in their design presentation. The 

winning entry of Snohetta balances xerographic images of ancient Egyp

tian heiroglyphics with highsaturation color isometric views of a digital 

threedimensional model. Similarly, a single perspectival image in the 

presentation of Rocco Yim Sen Kee is rendered as a highlypixelized line 

drawing to call attention to the digital production method. The evolu

tion of digital drawing tools in the ensuing seven years after the Alexan

dria competition, combined with the technological theme of the library 

program, led to the use of recognizably digital renderings by majority of 

the competitors in the 1996 KansaiKan National Diet Library.

While the use of digital tools has become ubiquitous in architectural pro

duction in the 21st Century, in national library competitions beginning 

with the 2002 La Grande Bibliotheque du Quebec, the overt expression 

of digital drawing production has diminished. Perhaps because digital 

production is no longer notable, presentations are often rendered to 

simulate the appearance of traditional techniques with extensive raster 

postprocessing of views generated from digital models. For example, 

the Nicola Braghieri entry to the 2007 Stockholm City Library includes 
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considerably manipulated perspective images which replicate hand

crafted paper collage techniques such as surface texture and simulated 

distressed edges, and even adds a postage stamp in the corner to give 

the appearance of a postcard. The winning Heike Hanada entry, on the 

other hand, takes the approach of rendering interior perspectives in a 

single matte white surface without any indication of the building mate

rial color or textures. In these drawings, however, desaturated color from 

the background and from isolated interior elements is included, giving 

the images the appearance of photographs of physical models made 

from white cardboard. [see Appendix IC]

The use of the isometric diagram, often exploded apart to illustrate com

ponents of the scheme as separated, has grown in competition presen

tation over time. This technique is well suited to explanatory analysis 

emphasizing both the individual components of a design as well as the 

relationships they have one to another. In fact, this technique is bor

rowed from machine assembly drawings developed during the indus

trial revolution to illustrate the dense and complex assemblies of many 

pieces typical of mechanical equipment. [see Appendix ID]

The evidence from the body of national library competition submissions 

indicates that the exploded isometric drawing type, which appeared in 

isolated cases in the 1981 Bibliotheque de France competition, has grown 

explosively in popularity over time and shows no signs of abating. Of the 

Phase 2 submissions to the 2007 Stockholm City Library competition, 

67% of the entries included isometric diagrams. 79% of the submissions 

to the 2009 Deichmann Library competition included these drawings, 

and notably, 100% of the prequalified entrants utilized this technique to 

explain their design ideas. 

The appearance across time of the four identified traits of representation 

in national library competitions (the presence of the architect as author, 

indication of project inhabitants, the explicit presence of technology, 

and use of isometric diagrams) reflect trends in both architectural and 

national cultures. While the presence of the architects hand has since 

waned, it reflects a time in which popular culture celebrated the archi

tect as a person over the design product. The representation of people in 

architectural presentation shows a sustained upward trend, but notable 

exceptions were often premiated indicating the possibility that counter

ing a broad trend of might draw additional attention or give a sense of 

differentiation to a design presentation. The use of digital technology 

has only grown over time, but the explicit and visible celebration of tech

nology in design presentation peaked in the 1980’s when the use of these 

technologies was a differentiating factor and has since subsided signifi

cantly. The use of the isometric diagram, on the other hand, seems to be 

reaching a climax in contemporary practice. 
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Design competitions are contests between architects who share a dis

tinct culture, including cultures of representation. The four traits traced 

across the body of national library competition presentation in this re

search illustrate the sometimes conflicting conditions architects face in 

both adopting common technological or representational techniques 

and trying to distinguish their design presentation in a competitive 

venue.

II.   Submissions Authored by the Same Architect to Similar  Com-

petitions: Competitions record the evolution of the single 

practice or author

The comparison of entries to similar competitions undertaken at differ

ent times by the same architect or architectural practice provides in

sight to how the general trends interact with the specific attitudes of a 

particular architect. Only two examples of this condition exist within the 

available national library competition material.

The Future Systems entry for the 1981 Bibliotheque de France compe

tition is remarkably similar to their 2007 winning proposal for National 

Library of the Czech Republic competition. Although the building or

ganization and site relationships differ, the formal language of both the 

building and presentation is quite consistent despite the 25 year period 

elapsed between the two projects [see Appendix II].

Similarly, a comparison is possible between the winning Snohetta sub

mission to the 1981 Library of Alexandria competition, a project under

taken at the very beginning of the architects careers, and their entry to 

the 2009 Deichmann Library competition on a site adjacent to their re

cently completed opera house in Oslo. Like the Future Systems example, 

over 25 years passed between the two projects, but this case shows con

siderable difference between the two projects, including in their graphic 

presentation.

With only two very divergent comparisons, no significant conclusions 

should be taken from this data. Nevertheless, with the increasing availa

bility of full competition submission panels it is expected that the future 

will offer additional comparisons of this type and may provide a fruitful 

avenue for further examination.

III.  Submissions to a Single Competition: 

 Competitions contain evidence of representation bias

For two recent competitions, The 2007 Stockholm City Library competi

tion and the 2009 Deichmann Library competition, the competition or

ganizers have published the entire body of unedited submissions. The 

common contemporary requirement that electronic files be submitted 

along with physical boards, and the affordability of publishing large 

amounts of graphic information on internet servers rather than in print, 
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has created for the first time conditions in which the graphic material is 

available in its originally submitted format. Unlike the edited published 

material available in earlier competitions, the possibility of accessing 

the original layouts of the submitting architects allows new avenues of 

comprehensive and quantitative analysis.

A comparison of the six Phase II entries to the 2007 Stockholm City Li

brary competition with the nine invited entries and the ten prequalified 

entries to the 2009 Deichmann Library competition show the equalizing 

influence of the competition brief, the relationship between competi

tion success and conformity with the requirements of the brief, the use 

of inventive illustrative techniques to deliver unique or particular identi

ty to a presentation, and the critical role of explanatory content in premi

ated competition submissions.

The competition brief typically specifies both the amount and configu-

ration of required submitted material, as well as the required type and 

scale of drawings required to be included in the presentation. The goal 

of these requirements is to ensure certain critical content is available to 

the review jury in comparable formats and scales. The intent of restrict

ing the presentation format is to equalize the presentations, allowing 

the project design differences to emerge by limiting the degree to which 

the illustration formats differ. In both the Stockholm and Oslo library 

competitions, as in most architectural competitions, the format con

trols only a portion of the allowed presentation surface; analysis of the 

submitted presentations isolating required representation from supple

mental representation reveals considerable differences.

The Phase II Stockholm Library submissions utilize between 44% and 95% 

of their surface area for required representation, including orthographic 

plans and elevations, exterior and interior perspectives, and functional 

data. Of the six Phase II entries, the mean surface area devoted to re

quired information for the top three entries is 82% (median 93%), as com

pared to a mean of 64% (median 73%) for the bottom three. Although the 

sample size available is inadequate for meaningful statistical analysis, 

the relationship between minimizing supplemental information and 

competition success is nevertheless clear. [see Appendix IIIB]

Because the Deichmann Library competition had two distinct popula

tions of architects in approximately equal numbers, invited and prequal

ified, analysis of the area devoted to required representation with these 

submissions provides additional insight. Although the relationship be

tween a reduced amount of supplementary illustration and competition 

success identified in the Stockholm library competition is also true of 

the entire Deichmann Library submission pool (area devoted to required 

drawings by premiated entries is 70% mean and 71% median; area devot

ed to required drawings by nonpremiated entries is 68% mean and 68% 
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median), in this case the prominant differences are between the invited 

and prequalified presentations. The ratio of supplemental representa

tion to required representation is substantially higher in the prequali

fied pool than it is in the presentations of the architects whose existing 

reputations elicited an invitation for the competition. The prequalified 

entrants utilized the increased quantity of supplementary material 

to include more interior perspectives and more isometric projections, 

perhaps to distinguish their design presentations, while the invited en

trants devoting the available space to more and larger versions of the 

required plans and exterior perspectives. [see Appendices IIIC and IIID]

The relationship is clear but the cause can only be speculative. Using 

more of the presentation area for required drawings corresponds to suc

cessful evaluation by competition juries. The expectation that the review 

team judge the content of the presentation rather than the presentation 

itself could persuade reviewers to favor those entries which conspicu

ously avoid nonrequired representations.

 The contemporary Stockholm and Oslo library competitions show a cor

relation between success and unique or particular presentation charac-

teristics. The tendency to distinguish the design submission through il

lustration techniques is stronger in open competitions with bigger pools 

of entries, the case of the Stockholm competition, and with prequalified 

designers who must proactively pursue competition participation than 

with architects who were approached and invited by the competition 

organizers, as seen in the Oslo library competition. 

Even when consistency is directly enforced by the competition brief, 

architects have found ways to deliver particular emphasis. A survey of 

one of the required second stage photomontages in the Stockholm City 

Library competition illustrates the impulse to influence the graphic pres

ence of different aspects of the urban context, in this case aided by im

age manipulation software. The competitors modified the color satura

tion, contrast, number and locations of pedestrians and cars, removed 

trees, and even added weather effects to the sky to adjust the graphic 

emphasis between the existing building and the proposed addition. [see 

Appendix IIIA]

The Oslo competition submissions also contain evidence of presentation 

techniques which distinguish the awarded entries from the field. Layout 

design, such as a unifying green band along the bottom of the Snohet

ta boards, or the two full board exterior rendering which bookend the 

Schmidt Hammer Lassen entry, are unique within the field of entrants. 

Similarly, the winning Lund Hagem entry is the only entry to superim

pose drawings with rendered images, placed a whiteline section and 

elevation over a highly saturated exterior rendering of the proposed 

project at sunset.
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In addition to the minimization of nonrequired drawings and the use 

of distinguishing graphic techniques, there is a notable relationship be

tween increased use and distribution of explanatory text and success in 

the Stockholm and Oslo library competitions. In the Stockholm competi

tion, 14% of the winning entry by Heike Hanada is devoted to explana

tory text and drawing labels. In contrast, the remaining entries devote an 

average of only 6.8% of the presentation area  (4.0% median) to explana

tion. The winning entry also distributes the text in small blocks through

out the graphic presentation, allowing the design to be explained to the 

reviewer in smaller doses as the graphic material is studied. [See Appen

dix IIIB]

The Oslo library competition also substantiates this relationship be

tween high quantities of distributed text explanation and success. The 

winning Lund Hagem entry devotes 9.4% of the presentation to text, in 

contrast to the remaining entries, which devote 2.5% of the presentation 

area (2.1% median) to text. As with the winning Stockholm library exam

ple, this entry also distributes this text throughout the presentation, 

with 5 of the 6 boards including paragraphs of explanatory text. [See Ap

pendices IIIC and IIID]

There is, however, a marked contrast in the use of text explanation be

tween the prequalified entrants and the invited entrants. The prequali

fied entrants, on average, deploy text over 4.1% of the presentation area 

(3.7% median). The presentation by the invited architects, on the other 

hand, use an average of only 1.4% of their presentation boards for text 

(0.0% median, with five of the nine entries foregoing text completely). 

The lack of explanation by the invited architect could be interpreted as a 

subset of their tendency to avoid representations that are not required 

in the brief – additional text explanation on the presentation boards, 

after all, is not a feature required by the brief. However, it appears that 

explaining the ideas and characteristics of the project through text aids 

in jury recognition rather than carrying the potential penalty associated 

with the use of supplemental graphic illustration. 

Conclusions 
The visual and illustrative characteristics of design submissions to na

tional library competitions reveal significant differences in selection and 

technique which correlate to degree of success, status of the authors, 

and time period of production. These representations are consequential 

and may be usefully interpreted as a complement to the features of the 

design projects described in these graphic submissions. 

The selection of drawing types, the visual presence of inhabitants, the 

inclusion of the gestural hand sketch, the quantity and distribution of 

explanatory text and diagrams, and the degree to which prescriptive rep

resentation requirements have been modified or supplemented, are all 
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characteristics which reflect the conditions and communicative intent 

of their creation. Except in the case of invited competition submissions 

by wellknown architects, the positive relationship between text and 

competition success suggests that the written word is still an essential 

complement to visual representation in communicating an architectural 

argument. The observation that design submissions which focused on 

the drawings required by the brief were evaluated favorably implies that 

design juries are not persuaded by elaborate graphic exposition. In fact, 

it appears that the evaluators – perhaps being mindful of the admoni

tion not to be persuaded by presentation – may actually be favoring 

those submissions which are not supplementing their submission with 

extra drawings.

With the increasing digital publication of original and complete compe

tition presentations, the intermediate bias of a publication editor is elim

inated and the potential to read meaning directly from the designers’ 

presentations is enhanced. A number of other visual traits not undertak

en in this study, such as color characteristics (hue, value and saturation), 

text content, and use of transparent rendering techniques hold promise 

for future analysis to further expose undiscovered patterns in the data 

of architectural presentation.

The visual and illustrative representations of national library competi

tions are not neutral practices; on the contrary, they are both meaningful 

and consequential. Descriptive and explanatory drawings, through their 

various types and media, possess latent qualities which have been stra

tegically deployed by their architectauthors in the communication of a 

competition proposal.  Representations are expressions of ideology and 

intent; their use imparts additional meaning and context to the design 

projects they seek to describe. By looking at, rather than through, the 

architectural presentation, additional insight into the practice, history, 

and rhetorical power of architectural representation is realized.
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Appendix I-A Presence of the Author 

Biblioteque de France Competition: Fumihiko Maki Entry

Library of Alexandria Competition: Rocco Yim Sen Kee Entry

Biblioteque de France Competition: Dominique Perrault Entry

Library of Alexandria Competition: Manfredi Nicoletti Entry

Biblioteque de France Competition: Alvaro Siza Entry Library of Alexandria Competition: Mauri Korkka Entry
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Appendix I-B  Representation of Inhabitation  

Stockholm City Library Competition: Mauri Korkka Entry Deichmann Library Competition: Lund Hagem Entry

Kortrijk Central Library: 

REX Entry

La Grande Biblioteque du Quebec: Patkau EntryBiblioteque de France Competition: Dominique Perrault Entry
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Appendix I-C  Presence of Technology

Biblioteque de France Competition: Dominique Perrault 

Entry
Stockholm City Library Competition: Paleko Arch Studija 

Entry

Library of Alexandria Competition: Snohetta Entry Library of Alexandria Competi-

tion: Rocco Yim Sen Kee Entry

Kansaj-Kan National Diet Library Competition: Neil M. 

Denari Entry

Kansaj-Kan National Diet Library Competition: Mario 

Arnaboldi Entry

La Grande Biblioteque du Quebec: Patkau Entry Stockholm City Library Competition: Nicola Braghieri Entry
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Appendix I-D  Diagram and Exploded Axonometric

Stockholm City Library Competition: 

Stephen Taylor Entry

Stockholm City Library Competition: JAJA Architects Entry

Kortrijk Central Library: REX Entry

Biblioteque de France Competition: 

Dominique Perrault Entry

Deichmann Library Competition: 

Lund Hagem Entry
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Appendix II   Evolution of Single Author Over Time: Future Systems
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Appendix III-A Stockholm City Library Competition: 

  Manipulation of required perspective view by Phase II entrants
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Appendix III-B Stockholm City Library Competition: Representation Analysis
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Appendix III-C Deichmann Library Competition, Invited Entrants: Representation Analysis
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Appendix III-D Deichmann Library Competition, Prequalified Entrants: Representation Analysis
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